
Strathcona 
REGIONAL DISTRICT 

STAFF REPORT 

DATE: November 16, 2018 FILE: 0550-04 Board 

TO: Chair and Directors, 
Regional Board 

FROM: Dave Leitch 
Chief Administrative Officer 

RE: BC MARINE TRAILS NETWORK 

PURPOSE/PROBLEM 
To further consider a pending motion regarding the proposed BC Marine Trails Network that was 
deferred from earlier this year to the current meeting. 

EXECUTIVE SUMMARY 
At its July 18, 2018 meeting the Board considered the attached correspondence, at which time 
the following motion was made: 

Cornfield/MacDonald: SRD 675/18 

THAT the Strathcona Regional District write a letter of support in principle to the BC 
Marine Trail Network Association for the Discovery Islands project with copies to the 
Minister of Tourism, the Minister of Forest, Lands and Natural Resource Management 
and Rural Development, the Nanwakolas Council and First Nations in the project area. 

Following discussion by the Board the motion was deferred to November pending further 
information. No additional information has been forthcoming to the Regional District at this time. 

The motion is now presented for further consideration by the Board. 

RECOMMENDATIONS 

THAT the report from the Chief Administrative Officer be received. 

Respectfjy— 

Dave Leitch 
Chief Administrative Officer 

Prepared by: Tom Yates, Corporate Services Manager 

Attachments: Copy of July 2018 Board correspondence 
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Sue Klatt

Subject: FW: Request for letter of support

 
 
 
 
On Jul 4, 2018, at 6:59 AM, John Kimantas <john@bcmarinetrails.org> wrote: 

Good morning Michelle, 
 
Attached is a letter outlining a request from the BC Marine Trails for the Strathcona Regional 
District board to offer a letter of support for our Discovery Islands Marine Trail project. 
 
This is being done with full appreciation for the opposition to our project from Electoral C 
Director Jim Abram. The BCMT fully appreciates Mr. Abram's rationale and we are willing to 
work together to ensure his objectives and his planning processes are aligned with ours.  
 
I would like to reinforce our project is currently just a proposal for a collaborative, stakeholder‐
driven planning process that will involve a tiny footprint over a vast wilderness area for a 
particularly low‐impact purpose in a manner suitably planned and managed to better protect 
that wilderness area. This is not a ferrochromium plant we are proposing, so this needs to be 
kept in perspective. We are simply asking to be able to connect the coast for future generations 
of paddlers. Surely this is not an objectionable motive facing insurmountable planning hurdles.  
 
Thanks hugely for your support if you can! Cheers, John Kimantas 
 
 

 2018-06-30-srd 

 
 
‐‐  
John Kimantas,  
BC Marine Trails Network Association 
250‐244‐6437 
Registered Canadian charity #812142826 RR0001 
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Michele Babchuk, 
Chair 
Strathcona Regional District 
 
July 4, 2018 
 
Good morning Michele, 
 
This letter is to gratefully request that the board of the Strathcona Regional District provide a 
letter of support to the BC Marine Trails Network Association (BCMT) so it can continue to move 
forward on establishing some very key principles regarding public access to public land for 
recreational purposes in a planned, appropriate and sustainable manner in the Discovery 
Islands and surrounding region. 
 
The BCMT is aware of the opposition of Electoral Area C Director Jim Abram to the Discovery 
Islands Marine Trail proposal, citing mainly capacity concerns and a conflict with the upcoming 
Electoral Area C Integrated Community Sustainability Plan. 
 
The BCMT has offered several options for integrating the BCMT planning process that would 
ensure both processes work together. Mr. Abram has refused any level of discussion to allow 
this to happen. 
 
The difficulty with Mr. Abram’s position is the overall project goes well beyond the boundaries of 
Electoral Area C. Other communities and regional districts are in favor of this proposal and are 
well-positioned to take advantage of it. For example, Sayward Mayor John MacDonald and the 
Sayward tourism group are supporting this project and see great advantages in being positioned 
as a trailhead and service hub. In addition, the City of Campbell River and City of Powell River 
have both provided a letter of support, as has the Powell River Regional District.  
 
These locations are not experiencing the same levels of tourism over-capacity as Quadra 
Island. New routes and service options out of these adjoining communities can reduce the 
demands on the Quadra Island infrastructure that Mr. Abram highlights. 
 
Principal to the project, however, is establishing First Nations’ interests, values and permissions. 
To this end, the project has engaged all 10 First Nations with traditional territory in the project 
area. Six Nations are engaged in a marine trail working group, with a letter of intent in place to 
work together on aspects of trail planning and design. A seventh First Nation has asked 
permission to join the group. Talks continue with the other three Nations. 
 
The opportunity is to cross-reference known archaeological sites against coastal recreational 
use and incorporate visitors permissions and protocols for First Nations territories, site design, 
maintenance, monitoring and other issues as brought forward by First Nations through this 
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collaborative process. This will integrate First Nations considerations for the first time into 
recreational use of their traditional territory for a vast portion of the BC coast. 
 
The BCMT does not wish to diminish the importance of the Electoral C  Integrated Community 
Sustainability Plan (ICSP), the Quadra Island Tourism Plan or any other community plans 
previously put forward or being worked on now. In fact, they will be referenced and respected 
when and if the Discovery Islands Marine trail project moves forward. 
 
The ultimate goal of the Discovery Islands Marine Trail project is a small footprint allowing 
transit through a vast wilderness region created in a process led by a strong set of founding 
principles to ensure sustainability, suitability and protection of all values.  
 
It is understandable people would like local control and authority over local public places. In 
addition, it is understandable that some residents are fearful of a group that may potentially 
create negative consequences. However, local control should not supercede or categorically 
exclude First Nations interests or province-wide initiatives.  
 
The BCMTN is endeavoring to find solutions to replace recreational use in unmanaged, 
unregulated, unplanned and potentially highly inappropriate location that impact First Nations 
interests and other values such as sensitive ecology and wildlife. We welcome any opportunity 
to work with local groups and local planning initiatives to improve the situation for everyone 
involved.  
 

 
John Kimantas 
DIMT Project Manager 
BC Marine Trails Network Association 
john@bcmarinetrails.org 
250-244-6437 
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July 17, 2018 

Strathcona Regional Board (SRD) 

BC Marine Trails Association (BCMTA) 

Jim Abrahm, Regional Director, Area C 

Re: The ongoing 'consultation' regarding the establishment of a Marine Trail in area C and the larger coastal 

area. 

To Whom it May Concern, 

Please accept this e-mailed submission as my personal opinion regarding the proposed marine trail project in 

area C. I live off-the-grid in area C and, while I do NOT speak for the approximately 250 residents in the 

greater vicinity, I know many of my neighbours share my concerns. And we are very concerned. 

Before I address some of the major issues, let me be perfectly clear: I am not against a Marine Trail done 

properly. It is a good and rightful use of our natural resource and should be made available to all who wish 

access. The concept is a good one. Sadly, the execution of that idea so far is greatly wanting and, instead of 

supporting the basic goal of a shared resource, current efforts are polarizing factions against it. And the SRD 

is partly responsible for this. 

Put more bluntly: The BCMTA is NOT consulting properly and the SRD is not in the position of knowing what 

the consultation process is intended to reveal. I respectfully suggest that not a single member of the SRD 

board nor any of their staff live on the outer islands. I respectfully suggest that the rights and good of all 

citizens in and out of the SRD should not have priority over those in whose backyard all the plans are being 

made. And I further suggest that problems identified and plans being made should be completed before 

promotional initiatives are undertaken otherwise there is no point in planning or consultation, is there? 

There are too many egregious examples of this oversight to list and still have my submission read so I will 

keep it short. 

The SRD and BCMTA have the Hoskyn Landing prominently published on their respective websites suggesting 

dock launching of kayak groups. That has more than tripled kayak launching already this summer. 

There are currently only six spaces for small runabouts that use that end-of-the-road dock as their primary 

transportation hub to access the grid and area C services. There are over 60 resident's boats in the area that 

rely entirely on that dock for access. All summer heavy boats have been tying up there and the other day the 

entire dock was occupied by kayaks. My wife (17' boat) went to the dock to pick up three elderly women for 

the local book club and they had to access the boat by climbing over the bow as it was pressed into a small 

space (bow only) between kayaks. The women averaged 65+ in age. The maneuver was risky. The kayaks 

should not be there. They should launch from the beach. 

...2 
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The bigger boats should not be there. They caused the SRD unnecessary expenditures because their 

excessive weight and windage dislodged the anchored dock twice this year. It does not have pilings and the 

currents are strong. Put simply: the facilities are already over used and often abused. We need signage. 

Garbage collects daily at the end-of-the-road and almost-daily our residents pick it up and take it to bins on 

Quadra or Campbell River. Average cost of deposit is $7.00 a bag at the Heriot Bay Inn. We need bins. 

The same 250 residents who have 60 runabout boats and rely on Hoskyn channel have an equivalent number 

of cars that are parked at the end of the road. Parking is beyond maximum capacity in the summer. Two-

wheel drive vehicles chew up the steep gravel road that we need to keep in good shape because, as 

mentioned, Surge road is our lifeline. ONLY fully engaged four-wheel-drive vehicles should use that last 

portion of the road. We need signage. 

But all that pales into insignificance compare to the increased threat of fire. No one (with few exceptions) 

has fire insurance out here. Premiums are six to ten times higher than typical home fire insurance because 

we do not have fire hydrants, fire trucks or even roads. Kayakers camping on the beach have campfires. 

When a recent forest fire raged uncontrolled for a few days not a kilometer south of my house, a group of 

kayakers enjoyed a night-long campfire one kilometer north. They were aided in that foolishness by BCMTA 

volunteers who previously felled dead trees and cut them into firewood. 

There is no concrete fire pit. There are no water-buckets. There is no signage. There is no enforcement. The 

next day a neighbour went up to double-douse the area. We all take turns. 

I chose to live here. I chose to live without proper services. I would blame no one if tragedy befell me 

normally. I have several fire-fighting pumps and all the equipment I need, as do my neighbours. Indeed, we 

have successfully saved several homes out here by way of community efforts and equipment sharing over the 

years. We are as responsible as we can be and much more able than most residents in the urban areas of 

Strathcona. But we in the community have told the BCMTA of the fire risk and, presumably the SRD knows as 

well. If you didn't know, you do now! If a forest fire started at Freedom Point due to carelessness or 

ignorance, I would sue the kayakers responsible. I would also sue the outfitter that might be part of that. 

And I would sue BCMTA and the SRD for negligence in their information and preparations for this program 

and failing to show the duty of care required to reasonably keep the area safe. So far, you are failing in that 

duty by a large margin. 

The answer is to thank BCMTA for their interest and direct their efforts elsewhere. Wish them the best. Then 

the SRD should commission their own committee to assess the LOCAL situation, needs, problems and 

challenges in area C. And then, maybe, how all that might coordinate with the larger BCMTA when all the 

issues uncovered are subsequently addressed. When all the issues are addressed and only then, should any 

advertising, promotion and condoned-use be undertaken. To do otherwise is to invite disaster. 

Sincerely, 

J. David Cox (P.O. Box 53, Surge Narrows, BC., VOP iWO) 
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Edith Watson 

From: Jim Abram <jimabramxplornet.ca> 
Sent: Wednesday, July 18, 2018 7:49 AM 
To: Tom Yates; Edith Watson 
Subject: Fwd: Deputation to Strathcona Regional District Board of Directors regarding July 18, 2018 

meeting and BC Marine Trails 
Attachments: David J Cox - July 17 - letter to the SRD re BCMTA.docx 

Tom 

Once again can you PLEASE print copies of this email and distribute to Director's prior to the start of the meeting in hard 

copy 

Many thanks 

Jim 

Sent from my iPhone so please excuse my fat fingered response 

Begin forwarded message: 

From: Surge Narrows Community Association <surgenarrows@gmail.com> 

Date: July 18, 2018 at 1:29:40 AM PDT 

To: Associate Member Jules <kevinj@kcfirstnations.com>, Director Abram 

<jimabramxplornet.ca>, Director Adams <Mayor.Adams@campbellriver.ca>, Noba Anderson 

<director@cortesisland.com>, Director Babchuk <councillor.babchuk@campbellriver.ca>, Director Brad 

Unger <grbunger@conumacable.com>, Director Colborne <islandwishes@yahoo.ca>, Director Cornfield 

<councillor.cornfield@campbellriver.ca>, Director Kerr <councillor.kerr@campbellriver.ca>, Director 

Leigh <bleigh.53@gmail.com>, Director MacDonald <westie@saywardvalley.net>, Director Samson 

<councillor.samson@camiabellriver.ca>, Director Whalley <gdwhalley@saywardvalley.net>, Alternate 

Director Glover <rglover@saywardvalley.net>, Alternate Director Lavelle 

<malahahu@gmail.com>, Alternate Director MacKenzie <dwmacken@telus.net>, Alternate Director 

Peacey <vera.pc09gmail.com>, Alternate Director Cox <donncox@recn.ca>, Alternate Director Evans 

<councillor.evans@campbellriver.ca>, Alternate Director Kirschner 

<normkirschner@saywardvalley.net>, Alternate Director Overton 

<brendaoverton67gmail.com>, Alternate Director Waterman 

<grgwaterman@conumacable.com>, Alternate Director Wright <councillor.wrightcampbellriver.ca> 

Subject: Deputation to Strathcona Regional District Board of Directors regarding July 18, 2018 meeting 

and BC Marine Trails 

July 17, 2018 

Dear Strathcona Regional Directors and Alternates; 

Please understand and accept this non-traditional manner of deputation on behalf of outer 

Discovery Island residents (Read Island, Maurelle, Rendez-Vous, and Sonora (Owen Bay)) known 

as the Surge Narrows Community. We are a group of approximately 275 residents. We live in an 

area considered "remote" by most, with very limited infrastructure, except for the most part, 

what we have created ourselves or in partnership with the Strathcona Regional District. 

It has come to our attention today that BC Marine Trails "BCMT" has requested a motion of 

support from the Strathcona Regional District, this request will be considered at the July 18, 

2018 SRD Directors Meeting. 
1 
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What is BC Marine Trails:  

From the recent presentation by Mr. John Kimantis, you will know BC Marine Trails is a non 

profit organization in receipt of BC Tourism and other government economic development 

funding in order to promote a network of areas for camping and self-propelled recreation, 

principally sea kayaking, along the British Columbia coast. 

Discussion:  

This sounds like a wonderful idea, and as the BCMT promoter Mr Kimantis is quick to point out, 

there is no shortage of space for kayaks and small boats on the ocean. 

We have the following concerns: 

- The way this proposal has been advanced. Mr Kimantis offered us an extremely 

brief opportunity for face to face "consultation" with effectively no notice, in other 

words no meaningful consultation. From the outset the BCMT website was fully 

operational and promoting the access points and campsites in our region; there was no 

willingness for negotiation. This is of concern as we understand Mr Kimantis advised the 

SRD Board of Directors that 80- 90% of the resulting traffic is anticipated to come to the 

Discovery Islands — Quadra, Cortes, and our area, the outer islands. 

- Our limited infrastructure is already well beyond capacity in summertime. The local 

kayak lodges and guided trips are already full. At the Hoskyn Channel landing, which was 

built and financed jointly by local residents and the SRD, parking is so much in demand 

that residents have to walk up 3/4  kilometer or more to park. Local campsites are already 

filled to capacity with kayak campers every night in the summer. 

- The on-the-ground actions of the BCMT personnel have demonstrated a lack of 

understanding of local community values and concerns. For example, at one campsite 

'danger' trees were cut and left, and firewood was stacked by campfire sites, clearly 

indicating to kayak campers they should light campfires. (Please understand fires are a 

frightening risk here. Brisk northwesterly winds in the summer could sweep a wildfire 

across the Discovery Islands at breakneck speed.) In fact on two different evenings 

kayak campers used this wood for large campfires during the period when an out of 

control wildfire was already burning on the same island less than two kilometers away. 

As a result, I personally went to that campsite and put in several hours of work to make 

it safer; BCMT did not offer to come back to rectify what they acknowledged was their 

mistake. 

- We are not aware of any BCMT consideration of susta inability. 

- Please see attached letter from David Cox, resident. 

In summary:  
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Our area is precious to us; we are passionate about where we live and for many years, we have 

gladly shared this beauty with visitors, answered the endless number of questions we are 

asked, provided rescue on the trails or in the water, picked up their garbage, etc. etc. 

However, our infrastructure is already beyond capacity, and the newly arriving visitors appear 

to be putting even heavier demands on our limited resources than before. 

Our request:  

Our preference would be the motion to support BCMT be defeated. The approach they have 

taken to date is not one that deserves support. 

If you cannot find it in yourselves to do the above, then please, as a minimum, defer this 

motion. Allow us to do the sustainability and long term planning we have planned to do this 

fall. Let us approach these issues thoughtfully, wisely, and with years of local knowledge, all 

brought to consensus. 

Thank you for your consideration. 

Ginny Vassal 

Treasurer and Acting Secretary 

Surge Narrows Community Association 
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